The average lifetime of a chaotic transient versus a system parameter is studied for the case wherein a chaotic attractor is converted into a chaotic transient upon collision with its basin boundary (a crisis). Typically the a~erage lifetime T depends upon the system parameter p via T -~p -p,~& , where p, denotes the value of p at the crisis and we caII y the critical exponent of the chaotic transient. A theory determining y for two-dimensional maps is developed and compared~ith numerical experiments. The theory also applies to critical behavior at interior crises. The parameters are p = 1.0027, 8 = 0.9, K =0. 4, and n = 6.0.
The parameters are p = 1.0027, 8 = 0.9, K =0. 4, and n = 6.0.
In dissipative dynamical systems it is common to see the destruction of a chaotic attractor as a parameter varies (a boundary crisis'). As the parameter (call it p) is raised, the distance between the chaotic attractor and its basin boundary decreases until, at a critical value p = p" the attractor and its basin boundary touch (the crisis). We argue that the critical exponent y obeys two distinct laws depending on the type of tangency the system exhibits at the crisis. In the case of a heteroclinic crisis, we have (2) (the straight lines). The system tested in Fig. 3 is the Henon map, x"+i=p -x"2 -ly", y"ii=x". (2)]. As is evident from the figures, the agreement with Eqs. (1) and (2) is quite good. Superimposed on the general power-law dependence, Fig. 3 (b) also shows evidence of considerable substructure. This is probably due to the striated Cantor set character of the attractor and the fact that the basin boundary is fractals in this parameter range. As our analysis leading to Eq.
(2) shows, the attractor's striations accumulate on the tangency point asymptotically at the geometric rate p2. Correspondingly, as indicated in Fig. 3(b where the map is nearly linear.
6 Thus xPt" -xo and yp2 -yo, which yields x -(y)» with p=(lnpt)/ lnp2~. As indicated in Fig. 5 , the part of the attractor near (xo, 0) is striated into bands running nearly parallel to the unstable manifold of B and has a smooth structure along these bands. At x=xo let P(y)dy denote the measure of the attractor per unit length in x between y and y+ dy. fStrictly speaking, the probability density Q(y) does not in general exist, but we shall talk as if densities do exist. ] As a result of the assumed smoothness of the attractor probability measure parallel to the unstable manifold, tII (y) evaluated at xo and at xo are of the same order. Let @(x) be the "probability density" @(x) = dp/dx. By conservation of probability we now obtain two relationships between @(x) and P(y). First since (xyo) maps to (xq,y) in n iteration, we have @(x)dx -if'(y) dy; and, using x -(y)», we have our first relationship, ill(y) -(y)» '@(y») The secon. d will be the result of the fact that region a'b' maps on one iteration to region ab. Hence the two regions have the same measure. Region a'b' has measure p, -I'P(y') (y -y')'/2 [cf. Fig. 5(b) ). Since (xo,y) maps to (x,yo) on one iteration we set y = Kx for small x and y. Hence, 4(x) = dp/dx -", A(y')(~~-y')'/'dy'. This is our second relationship between @ and Q. Assumption of a power-law dependence of $ on x, viz. P(x) -(x), and substitution into our two relationships between @ and p, yields n= (p -1/2)/(I -p). Now utilizing p, = I"@(x')dx', we have T ' -p, -(x) +' -r +", or 7 =n+ I = [2(1 -p)]-' which is Eq. (2), the desired result.
In all the preceding discussions we have been concerned with crises which destroy the attractor, replacing it with a chaotic transient. We note that there are oth- Fig. 1 ) then transients longer than 100 might be expected to exist over a range of p of the order of 10%, a much more favorable situation for experimental measurement.
We believe that the fact that 7 tends to be larger for two-dimensional maps as compared to one-dimensional maps indicates a general trend in that transients associated with more-dimensional attractors should be more persistent. Indeed, it has been a puzzle as to why chaotic transients and chaotic bursts are so persistent with respect to parameter variation in some experiments and numerical computations9 on more-dimensional systems. -86-1947, 1986 (to be published).
